Woodworkers Win NLRB Decision

NCDC Continues Work in 3 States Despite Holidays

Drivers' Local Chartered in Watertown, S. D.; Eau Claire Begins 100 Per Cent Organization Drive

The work of revising, reorganizing and strengthening drivers' locals throughout the Northwest continued during the Christmas holidays with impressive results.

Local No. 136 of the Brotherhood of Railway, Motor, Meat and Allied Workers of America, of Watertown, S. D., has recently been chartered. The company is engaged in the manufacture of farm machinery and has a membership of 157.

A local of the Brotherhood of Railway, Motor, Meat and Allied Workers of America, of Eau Claire, Wis., has been chartered by the N.L.R.B. It is a great success from its inauguration and its membership has grown to 150.

Dobbs Will Speak on "Building a Minneapolis" Foundation.

For the eighth week in a row, the General Motors Local 1364 of the reporters and editors of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune on "Building a Minneapolis." The subject was "Building a Minneapolis." The speech is under the direction of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune on "Building a Minneapolis." The speech is under the direction of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune.

The speech was given by Dobbs, who has been speaking on the subject for five years.

Goodyear Workers Sign Up 60 Cent Wage Increase

It is estimated that the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company will sign up 60 cents in wage increases for its workers in the next few days.

Last month, Goodyear was successful in getting several agreements which have been adjusted in the last few months. At this time, however, there is no assurance that these agreements will be adjusted satisfactorily.
Workers' Defense to Meet September 11

The regular monthly meeting of the Twic, City chapter of the Workers' Union will meet on Saturday, Sept. 11, at 10 A.M., at 600 N. Main St., the headquarters of the local. All members and friends of the local are invited to attend.

Imperialism and the Worker By Tex Norris

I. IMPERIALISM.

An important development in recent years has been the growing consciousness of workers in many countries about the nature of imperialism. The term "imperialism" refers to the system of exploitation by which one country exercises control over another. In this period of economic crisis, imperialism is becoming more evident than ever before. The capitalists in the imperialist countries are using their power to maintain their统治 over the working class in other countries.

II. THE WORKER.

The worker in an imperialist country is faced with the dual burden of supporting the parasitic class that runs the country and the capitalist class that controls the means of production. The worker must struggle against the capitalist class to secure better wages, working conditions, and political rights.

III. THE STRUGGLE.

The struggle against imperialism is a key factor in the development of the working class. The capitalists in an imperialist country use their power to maintain the exploitation of the working class in other countries. The workers in an imperialist country must struggle against the capitalist class to secure better wages, working conditions, and political rights.

On WPA Projects

All members of the Federal Work Service in the St. Cloud area have received letters from the Federal Work Service in Washington, D.C., informing them that they will receive their WPA paychecks in a few days. The letters state that the checks will be mailed to the address on file at the Federal Work Service in Washington. The letters also state that the checks will be mailed to the address on file at the Federal Work Service in Washington.

The new quarterly bulletin will be mailed to all members of the St. Cloud chapter of the WPA. The bulletin will contain the latest news and developments in the WPA. The bulletin will also contain information about the new quarterly bulletin, which will be mailed to all members of the St. Cloud chapter of the WPA.

On Mayflower Inn

Flax is still receiving average harvest from now on.

Flax is still receiving average harvest from now on. The average harvest is expected to be around 20 pounds per acre.

Radio Operators Hold Organizational Meeting

An organizational meeting of radio operators was held in the St. Cloud area on Monday morning at 11 a.m. Several hundred people attended the meeting, including many radio operators from the surrounding area.

NOTES FROM MINOT

The last train ran from Minot to Watford City on Sunday, and the next train will depart from Minot on Tuesday. The train service is expected to resume on September 14.

Frisko News Vendors Sign Up Four Days

About 300 vendors signed up for the Frisko News vendors at the close of business on Friday, September 11. The vendors were paid a total of $444 for the week, which is $444 above the usual pay for the week.

Frisko has been increasing the pay for its vendors as a way of increasing the number of vendors it hires. The company has been paying vendors an average of $444 per week, which is $444 above the usual pay for the week.

It is important to remember that many of the vendors who suffer from impaired hearing have developed disabilities which have led to their financial difficulties. Some of the vendors who suffer from impaired hearing have developed disabilities which have led to their financial difficulties.

It is also important to remember that many of the vendors who suffer from impaired hearing have developed disabilities which have led to their financial difficulties.
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A NEW ATTACK ON THE UNION MOVEMENT

Mayor Leach's Committee of Fifteen
When Mayor Leach first announced his "Build Minnis-
apolis" program, it was enthusiastically received by many. But as the months rolled by, the program's image began to wane. People became disillusioned with the slow progress and the small benefits promised.

Mayor Leach announced his Committee of Fifteen, a group of 15 members, to address these concerns. The committee was composed of 15 local leaders, each chosen by Mayor Leach himself.

The committee's first task was to evaluate the progress of the Union Movement. They were to report back to Mayor Leach on their findings.

The committee's second task was to make recommendations to Mayor Leach on how to improve the Union Movement. They were to present a report to the city council.

The committee's third task was to advise Mayor Leach on how to allocate city funds to support the Union Movement. They were to present a budget to the city council.

The committee's fourth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's fifth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's sixth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's seventh task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's eighth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's ninth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's tenth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's eleventh task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's twelfth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's thirteenth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's fourteenth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's fifteenth task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's sixteenth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's seventeenth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's eighteenth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's nineteenth task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's twentieth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's twenty-first task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's twenty-second task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's twenty-third task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's twenty-fourth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's twenty-fifth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's twenty-sixth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's twenty-seventh task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's twenty-eighth task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's twenty-ninth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's thirty-first task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's thirty-second task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's thirty-third task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's thirty-fourth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's thirty-fifth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's thirty-sixth task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.

The committee's thirty-seventh task was to coordinate with other city departments and organizations to support the Union Movement. They were to hold meetings with representatives from other departments and organizations.

The committee's thirty-eighth task was to ensure that the Union Movement was properly staffed and resourced. They were to meet with city officials to discuss staffing and resource needs.

The committee's thirty-ninth task was to outline a plan for future action to support the Union Movement. They were to present a strategy to Mayor Leach.

The committee's fortieth task was to monitor the progress of the Union Movement and report back to Mayor Leach. They were to hold regular meetings to discuss progress and challenges.